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Life’s Legacy

Experiencing COVID Fatigue

No doubt about it - we are “fed up” with COVID19/variants that have disrupted our existence. Even
with more vaccinations taking place it seems we will not
“be out of the woods” until later this year - if we are
lucky maybe sometime in the Fall. All our lives have
changed in so many ways large and small but we
certainly have learned to adapt and make the best of a
bad situation.
As an essential service, we do remain “open” to serve
your needs but until permitted remain physically closed
and are able to look after you through phone and Zoom
meetings. The transfer of documents through the mail
slot and drop box at our front door is available. Best to
contact us beforehand at 705-525-7526 to arrange
pickup and drop-off times.
All this has been somewhat challenging and we
sincerely thank you for your understanding as we
remain committed to serve you in the manner most
convenient considering the circumstances.
At writing we are experiencing another “lock down” and
more infections. It is frustrating for many, and
especially those in the hospital, plus the service sectors
who have lost employment and income. In the
meantime the variants are targeting those younger - no
one is safe. Please take care - there will be better days
as already we see the spring bulbs appear.

The passing of Prince Philip recently at just a few
months short of his 100th birthday, while not
unexpected, was nevertheless sad. An interesting
dedicated life now over, something of course we all will
experience eventually. Hopefully, we all live a long and
healthy life as he did.
The Prince, as he did most things in life, was well
prepared for his passing, even to the funeral
arrangements. Perhaps we should take his example if
not for our benefit but for those we will leave behind.
Besides having a will, it is a good idea to have
comprehensive records of all assets and liabilities,
passwords to accounts etc. While not royalty, we are all
human and prince or pauper have a responsibility to
leave this life with our affairs in order, as much as
possible - a good legacy. If interested we can help with
this process.

Recent Website Updates

Besides providing access to client statements and other
information, three new features have been added to the
front page of our website www.financialdecisons.ca.
Market News: Click this link for the latest market
news from Canada and around the World.
Financial Information: Click on this link for a wide
variety of tools, including calculators - provided by the
Ontario Securities Commission.
COVID Information: All the latest available though
this link including up-to-date emergency benefits and
financial relief and various resources.
It is our goal to keep you informed on all you need to
know for your financial well being.

See reverse for more news

Don't Believe all you See or Hear - Investigate
For those viewing TV, it has been hard to avoid the “no fee” commercials by Questrade that suggest if you
invest through them you can retire 30 percent wealthier, and therefore to abandon your existing investment
approach. Besides the fact that there is no financial or life planning provided, there is a real question as to the
good returns suggested. Contrary to the ads there are many actual fees charged which all add up over time,
and are not regularly charged by financial planners. Below we can see a comparison of Questrade returns
compared to those of a well known and respected mutual fund company, Fidelity Investment Canada, available
exclusively from professionals like ourselves. The comparisons are made of comparable F Class portfolios
showing the returns on $100,000 invested in November 2014 to January 31st 2021. We are happy to provide
further explanation of the graph and information here.

Honesty is the Best Policy
It has always been our practice to provide full disclosure of
all sources of income we earn with respect to investments and
all the services we provide.
On the left, you can see the extra charges applied to
Questrade accounts, none of which are part of the ads they
run, and that are not costs passed on by mutual fund companies.
There is certainly truth in the saying, you get what you pay for
so the questions to ask are for total transparency, that is not
hidden in the fine print.
At the present time, we have a waiting list as we are not
accepting new clients except those referred by family.

A Tasty, Yet Easy Dish
Pre-pandemic most of us enjoyed eating out on a fairly frequent basis. There have been a few periods when
some outside and even inside with restrictions were in place but for limited periods, and now we in full lock
down with just take out being permitted. We do encourage you to help support local eating establishments
who are struggling to survive and you can save on your dishpan hands too.
During this time, plenty of home dining experimentation is taking place. Melanie’s contribution is an easy but
delicious pasta dish. Start with a square of feta cheese in an uncovered oven safe baking dish with a 1/4 cup of
olive oil, 2 garlic cloves and sprinkle red pepper flakes on top. Surround with cherry tomatoes. Cooking at 400 F
for about 30 or so minutes until tomatoes burst - then stir all togther and mix with your choice of pre-cooked
pasta. Put back in oven if you wish to “crust” the top somewhat. Enjoy with salad and bread of choice.
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